


Развитие новых
технологий - 
наша миссия.
Поэтому мы
разрабатываем 
нашу продукцию 
в сотрудничестве 
с ортодонтами 
по всему миру.



Sia Orthodontic Manufacturer produces 
and sales all over the world more than 
5000 engineered products, manufactured 
and distributed in the best way as to 
satisfy the orthodontic specialists of the 

world. Its sale organization covers several 
markets as America, Europe, Russia, India, 
UAE, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Asia. The 
organization of the company is designed 
in four operative departments highly 

integrated, which guarantee an excellent 
attention to each customer requests.
The headquarter of Sia Orthodontic 
Manufacturer is located in Rocca 
D’Evandro, Italy.

Sia Orthodontic Manufacturer is totally 
caring about its customer’s needs. All 
di�erent departments, from marketing 
to production and to sales are working 
with the aim to present the company as 
a preferential partner of the all over the 
world orthodontists. 
For the production of its brackets and 
buccal tubes Sia chooses Powder Injection 
Molding (PIM) technology. This process 
consists in a mix of alloy powders 
compacted in a mould. The parts are 
then sintered in a controlled atmosphere 

furnace to completely eliminate the 
resin parts. The �nal result of this PIM 
process is an high quality product. The 
excellence of Sia products belongs to a 
quality system management burnt with 
the company and certi�ed according to 
the UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 and to the UNI 
EN ISO 13485:2012 speci�cally for medical 
devices. 
Sia Orthodontic Manufacturer products 
are classi�ed in class I, IIa and IIb and are 
CE marked and manufactured according 
to the Council Directive 93/42 CEE. 

The satisfaction of each customer is the 
result of our strong commitment and 
constant research, in the production, 
in the materials and in the rapid 
orders processing. For Sia Orthodontic 
Manufacturer, customer satisfaction 
has to be the constant presence of each 
contact with the orthodontists in their 
own specify. 
This is our commitment…WE CARE 
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We proudly introduce “Orthodontic Screw” 
developed with our excellence in R&D 
and production technology to help all 
orthodontic treatments.

Features
›› Excellent initial stability enabling stable 
anchorage during the whole treatment 
period.
›› Enhanced Self-drilling & Self-tapping for 
easy placement.
›› No screw breakage at placement or 
unscrewing.
›› Screw : Titanium grade 5.

Rounded head minimize xenobiotic feeling.

Improved drilling performance by super-precise 
design, tapered body and wide pitch ensure 
excellent initial stability.

Stable screwing using Hex driver.

Improved affinity with soft tissues by gingival-
height considered collar design and self-tapping.

Outstanding self-tapping and self-drilling 
performances with cutting edge.
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anchorage during the whole treatment 
period.
›› Enhanced Self-drilling & Self-tapping for 
easy placement.
›› No screw breakage at placement or 
unscrewing.
›› Screw : Titanium grade 5.

Rounded head minimize xenobiotic feeling.

Improved drilling performance by super-precise 
design, tapered body and wide pitch ensure 
excellent initial stability.

Stable screwing using Hex driver.

Improved affinity with soft tissues by gingival-
height considered collar design and self-tapping.

Outstanding self-tapping and self-drilling 
performances with cutting edge.

Collar

Driver tip
universal handle

Hand driver

hex type

hex type

Machine driver
hex type

universal handle with driver tip hex 
type, hand driver hex type, tray.

~ ORTHODONTIC SCREW SURGICAL KIT

(*) All items are individually available 

driver handle



1. DRILLING (IN  HARD BONE)
›› The “Orthodontic Screw” design do not 
require drilling before placement. However, 
we recommend initial drilling on hard bone 
to avoid failure due to excess in insertion 
force.
›› Placement after drilling just cortical bone. ›› 
We recommend to use  1.3mm drill for  

 1.6mm screw and  1.5mm drill for 
 1.8mm screw.

›› Placement after drilling full screw length.  
It is desired to drill in full as screw length 
at hard bone. However, as �apless drilling 
is normal procedure, it makes you easy to 
drill to the desired marking line considering 
thickness of gingival. Then the whole 
insertion depth will be total drilling depth 
plus 2mm.
›› We recommend using saline while drilling 
to avoid over heating. Recommended RPM is 
800.

2. PLACEMENT
›› Place a screw on the driver.
›› When you place a screw using universal 
driver, start to apply force in the direction of
placement. Once internal threads are created, 
place the screw using just torque.
›› Sustain 20rpm when machine driver is used.
›› Place a screw until the end of hex driver 
reaches gingival and then remove the driver.
›› Proper insertion torque guide.
Standard insertion torque : 5-10Ncm
1) Hard Bone: Use 1.6mm diameter screw
with 1.3mm drill. Use 1.8mm diameter screw
with 1.5mm drill.
2) Soft Bone: Immediate placement is
possible without drilling.

3. USING CONNECTION DEVICES
›› For securing initial stability, connection 
devices (wire, power chain, coil spring, etc) 

PROTOCOL USE OF EXCALIBUR  ORTHODONTIC SCREWS



only 2 weeks after screw position can be placed.

4. SCREW REMOVAL
›› To remove the screw, place driver onto the 
screw head and turn counter-clockwise slowly. 
To remove the screw, when the hex of the screw is 
covered by soft tissue, use cross driver to turn and 
remove it using hex driver. Excess torque using 
cross driver can cause the fracture of the neck 
(hole area).

5. STERILIZATION

›› Our orthodontic screws are not sterile and 
must be sterilized in autoclave as indicated in the 
instructions sheet.
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METAL BRACKETS
FEATURES

AESTHETIC BRACKETS

NEW PRODUCTS PREVIEW 

The XP line of RPE, made of medical grade stainless steel, is designed to meet the most demanding accuracy requirements, 
stability and comfort.  Its compact size and the chamfered shape, make it comfortable for the patient and also suitable in 
cases with limited space. XP’s fully mechanical friction system allows expansion control avoiding spin-back effect.

ZIP Lp is one of the smallest Low Profile self ligating bracket 
available on the market, provided with a 80 gauge mesh as to 
increase its shear bond resistance for an optimal retention, reducing 
bonding failures.
The innovative locking system of the NiTi clip in a “sandwich” mode, 
prevents the risk that clip falls off or get stuck.

Rapid ExpanderPalatal

TS2 is a new improved device for the Rapid (4-6 months) Open Bite 
Correction (ROC), designed by the educator and innovator Dr. John 
Voudouris (University of Toronto and New York University).

TS2 è l'ideale per  la correzione rapida (4-6 mesi) del morso aperto 
(Rapid Oper bite Correction - ROC). Questo prodotto innovativo 
brevettato è stato progettato dal Dr. John Voudouris (University of 
Toronto and New York University) e clinicamente testato per diversi 
anni con eccellenti risultati.

BT2 è la chiave per la correzione rapida del morso profondo             
(overbite). La sua curvatura brevettata è stata progettata dal Dr. 
John Voudouris per ridurre l'iperattività muscolare, atteggiamenti 
muscolari viziati (parafunzioni), e consentire la guida anteriore degli 
incisivi inferiori per l'apertura del morso prevenendo possibili 
interferenze.

XP è un espansore palatale progettato per soddisfare esigenze di precisione, stabilità e comfort. Le sue dimensioni 
compatte e la forma smussata lo rendono confortevole per il paziente ed adatto anche quando si ha uno spazio limitato. 
Il sistema di frizionamento completamente meccanico consente un buon controllo dell'espansione evitando effetti di 
spin-back.

BT2  is the key for rapid correction of severe skeletal and deep overbi-
tes (RDC). Its patented curvature by Dr. John Voudouris reduces 
muscle hyperactivity and parafunction, permits anterior guidance of 
the lower incisors and prevents anterior interferences during forward 
grinding.

Low Profile Self Ligating

Rapid Open Bite Corrector

Rapid Deep Overbite Corrector

ZIP Lp è uno tra gli attacchi Self Ligating più bassi disponibili sul 
mercato. La basetta anatomica da 80 mesh garantisce un’alta 
ritenzione riducendo i rischi di debonding. L’innovativo sistema di 
bloccaggio a “sandwich” della clip in Nickel Titanio previene il 
rischio di distacco e di incastro della stessa.
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The metal brackets are MIM technology and 
stainless steel 17-4 made; this allows to obtain 
smooth corners and rounded wings to a better 
patient comfort, high precision of the slot and 
minimum friction of the arch.

c o l o r  c o d i n g  s y s t e m

YELLOW   RED

GREEN BLUE

 - STRENGTH (N)  (Σ) MPa

Retention

Metal brackets are provided with an anatomi-
cal shaped base, with a speci�c pro�le for each 
tooth and a double cross curve in order to 
perfectly �t with the tooth shape. Bracket’s re-
tention is grant from an 80 gauge mesh base 
(some brackets lines only). Retention strength 
has been tested several times in laboratory  
with constant positive results. In general the 
minimum bond strength necessary to have no 
bonding failure has been determinate in 2,86 
MPa.

Our tests results are shown in the exhibit 
below:
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Brackets can be ordered without hook replacing in the part code the
H letter with the W letter.

CLIP OPENING INSTRUMENT

SPEED UP YOUR TREATMENT TIME

ZIP is an interactive Self Ligating Bracket 
which uses a NiTi spring clip that is strong 
enough to deliver continuous and consistent 
forces while assuring tooth movement control. 
When using Round Archwires (up to 0,020’’), 
ZIP allows passive engagement during initial 
leveling and alignment to reduce friction and 
improve sliding mechanics. When using Rect-
angular Archwires (from 0,016’’x 0,022’’), ZIP
becomes active to provide e�ective torque 
and rotation control toward the end of treat-
ment.

*For kits with hook on 3’s only add “3” at the end of the code.

1

2
4

Easy to open using a simple explorer

Full slot area coverage
Anatomical base shape

*Sia doesn’t claims any endorsement by any Specialist and Schools.

3
NiTi spring clip with a great 
resistance to permanent defor-
mation

Zip
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SPEED UP YOUR TREATMENT TIME

Zip
20
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Central scribe-line

Anatomical base shape

Torque in base design

WHEN THE CLASSIC BECOME INNOVATIVE

HEXAGON is a MIM bracket line with an in-
novative slot design, to minimize archwire 
friction. The slot has been designed with the 
inner wall slightly rounded, in order to have 
only two points of contact between archwire 
and slot. Moreover, this particular shape of 
the entrance allows an easy and fast archwire 
positioning.

Permanent color coding system

Integrated ball hook

Low friction slot

Brackets can be ordered without hook replacing in the part 
code the H letter with the W letter.

*For kits with hook on 3’s only add “3” at the end of the
code. 
*Sia doesn’t claims any endorsement by any Specialist and
Schools.
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SUPERTECH is the bracket choice of doctors 
who value quality and precision products for 
their practices. The SUPERTECH manufacturing 
process combines two di�erent technologies:

MIM assures strength and superior  nish-
ing of the bracket body;

CNC milling process creates a precision 
slot for accurate control of tooth move-
ment.

1

2
3

4

5
6

1

2

3

Milled slot

80 Gauge mesh base

Generous retentive tie wings

Permanent identification system

Integrated ball hook

Central scribe line

Brackets can be ordered without hook replacing in the part 
code the H letter with the W letter.

*For kits with hook on 3’s only add “3” at the end of the
code. 
*Sia doesn’t claims any endorsement by any Specialist and
Schools.
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lower

(1) available with hook only.

upper

lower

Each single bracket shape is speci�cally designed 
with rounded corners and small dimensions for 
an high patient comfort and a better aesthetic 
solution. The integrated ball hook is available on 
cuspids and bicuspids, it has a tapered design 
for a better forces distribution. The retention 
ensured by an 80 mesh pad base.

*The brackets are available in the orthodontic
prescriptions: Roth, Ricketts, Bidimensional V-slot. 
Cuspids ed bicuspids can be ordered without hook 
replacing in the part code the H letter with the W letter.

BASE
The extended area of the lower bicuspids bonding base 
increases tooth adaptation.

LOWER BICUSPIDS
The o�setted lower bicuspids position reduces the occlu-
sal interferences.

*For kits with hook on 3’s only add “3” at the end of the
code.
*Sia doesn’t claims any endorsement by any specialist and
Schools.

1

2
1

2
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lower

vertical slot 0.020 x 0.020 on each bracket

upper
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Micro�t is the one-piece metal bracket line 
which oers high quality at competitive 
prices. 

Manufactured by MIM technology, its 
strong mechanical retention is granted by 
several micro grooves and a sandblasted 
treatment under each bondable base. 
Available in and  prescriptions 
with slot 0.018 or 0.022.
Its rhomboidal shape, the torque-in-base 
design and the innovative slot shape to 
reduce the archwire friction into the slot, 
are some of the features of this metal 
brackets line.

1

2

3

4
5

6

1

2

3

Central Scribe-line

Anatomical base shape

Milled slot Torque in base

Permanent identification system

Integrated ball hook

*For kits with hook on 3’s only add “3” at the end of the
code. 
*Sia doesn’t claims any endorsement by any Specialist and
Schools.
Brackets can be ordered without hook replacing in the part
code the H letter with the W letter.
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Polar

Crystal

Polar

Crystal



Zip
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POLAR are brackets made of sapphire, 
translucent monocrystalline ceramic, 
that provides a better strength to the 
decoloration. The bracket shape is designed 
to have a lower pro�le. The round wings 
have a less litter for ligatures to ensures 
a better patient comfort. The chamfered 
shape of the slot ensures an easy and 
fast arch wire engagement. The thermal 
treatment by which is produced even 
gives to the bracket excellent mechanical 
features. 

*The brackets are available in the main orthodontic 
prescriptions as Edgewise, Roth and MBT. 
Brackets can be ordered without hook replacing in the 
part code the H letter with the W letter.

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

The bracket shape is designed to 
have a lower pro�le.

The chamfered shape of the slot 
ensures an easy and fast arch wire 
engagement.

Integrated ball hook

The round wings have a less 
litter for ligatures to ensures a 
better patient comfort.

4

*For kits with hook on 3’s only add “3” at the end of the code.
*Sia doesn’t claims any endorsement by any Specialist and
Schools.
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POLAR are brackets made of sapphire, 
translucent monocrystalline ceramic, 
that provides a better strength to the 
decoloration. The bracket shape is designed 
to have a lower pro�le. The round wings 
have a less litter for ligatures to ensures 
a better patient comfort. The chamfered 
shape of the slot ensures an easy and 
fast arch wire engagement. The thermal 
treatment by which is produced even 
gives to the bracket excellent mechanical 
features. 

*The brackets are available in the main orthodontic 
prescriptions as Edgewise, Roth and MBT. 
Brackets can be ordered without hook replacing in the 
part code the H letter with the W letter.

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

The bracket shape is designed to
have a lower pro�le.

The chamfered shape of the slot
ensures an easy and fast arch wire
engagement.

Integrated ball hook

The round wings have a less
litter for ligatures to ensures a
better patient comfort.

4

*For kits with hook on 3’s only add “3” at the end of the code.
*Sia doesn’t claims any endorsement by any Specialist and
Schools.
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lower
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*Sia doesn’t claims any endorsement by any Specialist and
Schools.
*Cuspid without hook not available.

CRYSTAL is a ceramic brackets line featur-
ing a perfect translucent performance for 
the best aesthetic results for the patient. 
The bracket is made of pure alumina oxide 
polycrystalline material, produced with a 
CIM (Ceramic Injection Moulding) process 
and high temperature sintered (1800°C) 
to ensure high density avoiding breakage 
and discolouring in the patient’s mouth. Its 
base it is provided with wide undercuts to 
increase the retention on the tooth avoiding 
bonding failures. The rounded brackets’ 
wings shape has been designed to reduce 
the patient’s discomfort  without compro-
mise the ligature tie grip.

*The brackets are available in the main orthodontic 
prescriptions as Edgewise, Roth and MBT. 
Brackets can be ordered without hook replacing in the 
part code the H letter with the W letter. Cuspid with 
hook only.

1

1 2

2

3

3

4

4

Low pro�le and roudend 
corners for a better patient 
comfort; Contoured bonding base with gener-

ous undercuts for a strong grip and 
an easy debonding procedure;

Color code identi�cation;

Superb translucency thanks to 
a pure polycrystalline ceramic;
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DEBONDING PROCEDURE

For a better way to debonding our aesthetic 
brackets we suggest you to follow the steps 
below indicate:

INSTRUMENTS: we suggest you to use a  at 
and parallel edges pliers like our D30-OT113 
(inset 1), in order to grip the bracket in its 
whole height. We recommend you to avoid 
the use of  cutters or pliers that do not grip 
the bracket in its total height, in order to 
avoid breakage of the bracket. 

PROCEDURE: grip and hold the bracket with 
an appropriate instrument (D30-OT113) 
toward its mesio-distal side, being sure that 
the instrument is as much as possible close 
to the tooth (inset 2). Keep the bracket and 
make a �rm leverage toward the external 
side of the hand (inset 3-4). To avoid 
patient’s discomfort or tooth damage it is 
recommended to place a small cotton roll 
between the teeth, doing this operation. 
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BUCCAL TUBES

FEATURES

NON CONVERTIBLE TUBES

CONVERTIBLE TUBES

archi
Simplifying Your Job
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Sia Orthodontic Manufacturer presents a 
wide range of MIM buccal tubes, made of 
stainless steel 17-4, that provides smooth 
surface and rounded corners. SIA buccal 
tubes are available in package of 10 pieces 
either for the bondable and weldable 
version. 

WELDABLE BUCCAL TUBES. The dimensions 
and the design of this line of buccal 
tubes provide a correct control of teeth 
movement. The integrated ball hook 
ensures an higher resistance and a better 
patient comfort during elastic applications. 
The design of the slot funnelled entrance 
ensures a better and faster introduction 
of the arch even when the buccal tube is 
placed on the second molar.

BONDABLE BUCCAL TUBES. The direct 
bonding buccal tubes have an embrasure 
on the mesial side for an easier insertion 
of the archwire. Can be ordered with the 
anatomical mesh short base, or with the 
anatomical mesh indent base.

These tubes are provided with a small cap 
lightly welded on the slot that can easily 
be removed using an instrument, so that 
the tube can be converted into a normal 
bracket. Convertible tubes are normally 
used when tubes on the 2nd molar are 
required in the future, in order to have an 
easy access for archwire insertion into 
these molars.

Tubes provided with one or more slot that 
cannot be turned into a convertible ones.

NON CONVERTIBLE TUBES 

40



Single tube has a single slot entrance for the
archwire insertion.

In the convertible version, the double 
tube is available with the 0,018”x0,025” 
auxiliary tube.

Double tube has two slots, one for the 
main round or rectangular archwire, the 
other for 0.045” sized wires only, normally 
used for lip bumper or face bow.

Triple tube has three different slots, one 
for the main round or rectangular archwire, 
ano-ther for 0.045” sized wires only, normally 
used for lip bumper or face bow and the 
third one only for archwires size up to 
0.018”x0.025”.

SINGLE 

TRIPLE

DOUBLE

Double tubes are either available with 
gingi-val and occlusal 0.045” headgear. 
Tubes with gingival headgear are normally 
used on the lowers.

DOUBLE  OCCLUSAL HG

41
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DOUBLE GINGIVAL HG



NON CONVERTIBLE 

Single

Double Occlusal HG

Double with gingival HG

Double with Rectangular  Auxiliar

Triple

CONVERTIBLE

Single

Double Occlusal HG

Double  Gingival HG

Triple

42



JET represents the “state of the art” in 
terms of engineering for the orthodontic 
eld. Completely MIM, every feature has 
been designed for e�cient treatment and 
patient comfort. Main product’s features:

Color dot for easier bonding and po-
sitioning

Funneled entrance for e�ortless arch
wire insertion

Wide and anatomical 80 gauge mesh
pad for higher bonding strength

Distal notch designed for anchor-
age, additional ligation and tieback 
auxiliaries

Positioning guides on occlusal/gin-
gival side to ensure a secure grip and 
ease of posterior placement

Central indention on the bonding base
for proper alignment assurance

non convertible single tube

43
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*

*

*

Short base is perfect when the space is 
limited.

Indent base with extended contact 
surface and anatomical shape, for a 
perfect adhesion and retention to the 
tooth.

non convertible single tube

NON CONVERTIBLE TUBES

* Bondable tubes can be ordered with short 
base by replacing the  “-I”  of  the end of the part 
code, with  “-S”
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0.045 lip bumper single tube

1st molar simple twin bracket

non convertible double tube with occlusal headgear 0.045

46



non convertible double tube with gingival  headgear 0.045

non convertible triple tube
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CONVERTIBLE TUBES

convertible single tube

1st molar simple twin bracket

convertible double tube with occlusal headgear 0.045

*

48



convertible double tube with gingival 
headgear 0.045

convertible double tube with auxiliary gingival tube 0.018 x 0.025 and 0° of  torque

convertible triple tube with auxiliary gingival tube .018 x .025 and occlusal HG 0 .045

*

*

*
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Flat round Round Curved

package of 10 pcs. package of 10 pcs.

package of 10 pcs.

Oval

package of 10 pcs.

Bondable Eyelet

package of 10 pcs.

КЛИН ЛИНГВАЛЬНЫЙ BONDABLE LINGUAL BUTTON

BONDABLE LINGUAL CLEAT

SPRING ACTIVATOR

REFILLS  package of 20 pcs (10 pcs./size)

KIT of 30 pcs (10 pcs./size)

ACTIVA
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without ball hook with ball hook

package of 10 pcs. package of 10 pcs.

CRIMPABLE HOOK

Universal auxiliary hook, MIM 
manufactured as sole piece.

CRIMPABLE STOP

Universal sole piece MIM manufactured to 
obtain a stop on the archwire.

package of 10 pcs.
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Oval curved

package of 10 pcs.

PALATAL BAR / GOSHGARIAN

package of 1 pc.

WELDABLE LINGUAL BUTTON

package of 1 pc.
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FEATURES

I-ARCH

THERMAL

SUPERELASTICS

TWISTED 7 STRANDS 7S

AESTHETIC COATED

Β TITANIUM

 ~ STAINLESS STEEL

AESTHETIC COATED

TWISTED 3 STRANDS AND 
COAXIAL

AUSTRALIAN WIRE

 ~ SPRINGS
NITI EXTENSION WITH EYELET

NITI DISTALIZING

SPOOLED NITI OPEN/CLOSED

SPOOLED 
RETENTION WIRE

 ~ STAINLESS STEEL TIES
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Sia archwires and wires are available in 
Nickel Titanium, Cobalt Nickel, Stainless 
Steel and Beta Titanium. This last one is 
also considered the best between nickel and 
stainless steel. The preformed archwires 
line is available both as austenitic and 
martensitic featured. Austenitic identi�es 
the wire in its sti�est molecular state, that 
we indicate as superelastic. Martensitic 
identi�es the wire in its softest molecular 
state, that we indicate as Thermal. Our 
archwires are available in the Natural, 
Ortho I, Ortho II and Standard shapes.

SHAPE COMPARISON CHART
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Sia archwires and wires are available in 
Nickel Titanium, Cobalt Nickel, Stainless NICKEL TITANIO β-TITANIO ACCIAIO - SS

SI
A 7 S 3 F β-CORE 3 STRAND

6 
STRAND

- PRODUCTS  – TREATMENT PHASES

INITIAL(1) MIDDLE(2) FINAL(3)

(1) INITIAL PHASE:
Light  forces  for the alignment and leveling are 
necessary. Archwires and wires with an high 
elastic module and a good shape memory are 
recommended. 
(2) MIDDLE PHASE:
Archwires and wires with a medium level of forces 
are indicated in order to give to the tooth the proper 
torque and to give the correct form to the mouth.
(3) FINAL PHASE:
Hard wires are indicated in order to maintain the 
mouth form given and keep the teeth alignment 
obtained. These hard wires make you able to use 
sliding and inter arch mechanics without any change 
in the results previously obtained.

SUGGESTED ARCHWIRES AND WIRES FOR TREATMENT PHASES

(1)
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i-arch is a unique and innovative system
of orthodontic archwires, coming from
years of research at SIA Orthodontic
Manufacturer. i-arch allows an highly
innovative e�ective, easy, compatible
and biological orthodontic approach.
Its e�ectiveness is given by the use, since
the alignment and leveling stage, of
rectangular archwires with an immediate
delivery of torque. Its easy of use comes
from the reduced number of wires - only
3 - to be used. Its compatibility is given by
the possible use with any straight-wire
prescription. Its biological compatibility
is ensured by the use of very gentle forces
(from 23g), reducing the traumatic e�ects
- especially at the beginning – of the
orthodontic treatment.

The immediate torque delivery, allows to 
reduce the treatment time and to obtain an 
e�ective three-dimensional control of the tooth’s 
movement, since from the beginning of treatment.
Patient pain reduction;
Bone damage reduction, mainly at the level of the 
vestibular cortical;
Easy clinical protocol that turns in a shorter 
chairtime and a lower stock of archwires.

BENEFITS

traditional approach

i-arch approach

archi
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Very light forces.
Ease of use, thanks to the reduced number of 
archwires per treatment.
Compatible with any straight-wire prescription, 
as long as with slot 0,018”.

i-arch 0,016”x0,014” Thermal as �rst archwire to obtain 
alignment, leveling and torque delivery;
i-arch 0,018”x0,014” Superelastic as second archwire for the 
form of the arch and the sliding mechanics;
i-arch 0,016”x0,016” β Titanium as �nal archwire to 
complete the form of the arch, for the interarch mechanical 
and to stabilize the results achieved.

FEATURES

ARCHWIRES SEQUENCE

lower

Kit of 30 pcs. (5 pcs/size)

Pack of 5 pcs.

F=23g

upper
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NI-TI Thermal archwire is activated by 
patient body temperature. It can be easily 
bent and delivers, after activation, a light 
and continuous force and has an excellent 
tridimensional control. Soft and �exible 
allows a better control of the torque.

ARCHWIRE IDENTIFICATION:
3 lines for upper, 1 line for lower

package of 10 pcs.

upper

upper

lower

lower
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THREE POINTS BENDING TEST OF THERMAL NITI ARCHWIRE 

ROUND ARCHWIRES 

RECTANGULAR ARCHWIRES
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upper

upper

lower

lower

The new Thermal archwire MACH3 is made 
of a Nickel Titanium alloy featuring the 
most advanced performances, and it is 
a valid alternative to the Copper-NiTi 
archwire. MACH3 can be bent at higher  
temperatures than the normal thermal 
archwires. In the same way it recall back  
gradually its shape memory at lower 
temperatures compared to the normal 
thermal wires, releasing very gentle and 
long lasting forces, for a better treatment 
results and patients’ comfort. Available in 
Natural shape.

ARCHWIRE IDENTIFICATION:
3 lines for upper, 1 line for lower

package of 10 pcs.
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RECTANGULAR ARCHWIRES

ROUND ARCHWIRES

THREE POINTS BENDING TEST OF MACH3 NiTi THERMAL ARCHWIRE
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Ni-Ti superelastic archwire is a nickel 
titanium wire that actives a light and 
continuous force to better treatment results. 
Accurate smoothness and brightness of the 
arch reduces bracket’s slot friction with a 
better result of teeth movement.

ARCHWIRE IDENTIFICATION:
3 lines for upper, 1 line for lower

package of 10 pcs.

lower

lower

upper

upper

NI-TI STRAIGHT LENGTH WIRES

package of 10 pcs.
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THREE POINTS BENDING TEST OF SUPER ELASTIC (SE) NiTi ARCHWIRE 

ROUND ARCHWIRES 

RECTANGULAR ARCHWIRES
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NI-TI CTA

As featured in the Journal of Clinical 
Orthodontics, December 1999, Dr. Ravi 
Nanda: CTA, Connecticut Intrusion Arch, is 
an intrusion archwire that opens the bite 
by intruding the anterior teeth opposing 
the extrusion of the posterior teeth. It is 
indicated for patients with balanced skeletal 
and soft tissue components, and for adult 
patients with periodontal considerations 
that can except 4mm of intrusion with no 
root resorption. 

TIPS FOR CTA’ S BEST USE.
Put the CTA into an auxiliary tube of a triple 
buccal tube. Cut CTA excessive part and 
bend it behind. CTA’s force will activate the 
anterior segment intrusion. CTA is used 
in conjuction to a rectangular sectional 
archwire which is tied to the archwire in 
the traditional way. The sectional arch has a 
distal cut at 6° and a mesial cut at 4°.

package of 10 pcs.

upper

lower
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NI-TI CTA

As featured in the Journal of Clinical 
Orthodontics, December 1999, Dr. Ravi 
Nanda: CTA, Connecticut Intrusion Arch, is 
an intrusion archwire that opens the bite 
by intruding the anterior teeth opposing 
the extrusion of the posterior teeth. It is 
indicated for patients with balanced skeletal 
and soft tissue components, and for adult 
patients with periodontal considerations 
that can except 4mm of intrusion with no 
root resorption. 

TIPS FOR CTA’ S BEST USE.
Put the CTA into an auxiliary tube of a triple 
buccal tube. Cut CTA excessive part and 
bend it behind. CTA’s force will activate the 
anterior segment intrusion. CTA is used 
in conjuction to a rectangular sectional 
archwire which is tied to the archwire in 
the traditional way. The sectional arch has a
distal cut at 6° and a mesial cut at 4°.

package of 10 pcs.

upper

lower

The new 3F archwire has been designed 
to allow the use of three di
erent forces at 
the same time in di
erent regions of the 
mouth, without changing the archwire. 3F 
delivers  three di
erent forces, the �rst one 
very light  in the anterior area, the second 
one  of medium intensity in the central area 
and the very strong force in the posterior 
area. This archwire it is recommended when 
higher forces are request for leveling and 
alignment in the posterior area. 
Available in Natural shape.

ARCHWIRE IDENTIFICATION:
3 lines for upper, 1 line for lower

lower

package of 10 pcs.

upper

Light working forces
Medium working forces

Heavy working forces
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package of 10 pcs.

THREE POINTS BENDING TEST OF TWISTED NITI ARCHWIRE 

WIRES

package of 10 pcs.

ARCHWIRES

lower

upper

The new 7S is a 7 strand twisted NiTi 
archwire, its particular structure and  the 
Nickel – Titanium features allows the 7S 
archwire to deliver very gentle, long lasting 
and gradual forces. Recommended in the 
treatment phases of leveling and alignment 
in cases with severe crowd. 

ARCHWIRE IDENTIFICATION:
3 lines for upper, 1 line for lower
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package of 10 pcs.

THREE POINTS BENDING TEST OF TWISTED NITI ARCHWIRE 

WIRES

package of 10 pcs.

ARCHWIRES

lower

upper

The new 7S is a 7 strand twisted NiTi 
archwire, its particular structure and  the 
Nickel – Titanium features allows the 7S 
archwire to deliver very gentle, long lasting 
and gradual forces. Recommended in the 
treatment phases of leveling and alignment 
in cases with severe crowd. 
Available in Natural shape.

ARCHWIRE IDENTIFICATION:
3 lines for upper, 1 line for lower

tooth colored white

NiTi REVERSE CURVE 
ARCHWIRES

package of 10 pcs.

upper

upper

lower

lower

SUPERELASTIC AESTHETIC

package of 10 pcs
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 ~ LINGUAL ARCHWIRE

Lingual archwires are available in nickel titanium 
superelastic and thermal, in three di	erent sizes: 
small, medium and large, mushroom shaped.

package of 2 pcs.

THERMAL

SUPERELASTIC

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Upper - Size 1A32L-12ZZUP-1

2 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Lower - Size 1A32L-12ZZLP-1

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Upper - Size 2A32L-12ZZUP-2

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Lower - Size 2A32L-12ZZLP-2

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Upper - Size 3A32L-12ZZUP-3

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Lower - Size 3A32L-12ZZLP-3

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Upper - Size 1A34L-16ZZUP-1

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Lower - Size 1A34L-16ZZLP-1

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Upper - Size 2A34L-16ZZUP-2

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Lower - Size 2A34L-16ZZLP-2

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Upper - Size 3A34L-16ZZUP-3

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Lower - Size 3A34L-16ZZLP-3

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Upper - Size 1A32L-12ZZUP-1 2 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Lower - Size 1A32L-12ZZLP-1

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Upper - Size 2A32L-12ZZUP-2

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Lower - Size 2A32L-12ZZLP-2

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Upper - Size 3A32L-12ZZUP-3

Ni-Ti Lingual archwire 0,012” - Lower - Size 3A32L-12ZZLP-3

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Upper - Size 1
A34L-16ZZUP-1

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Lower - Size 1
A34L-16ZZLP-1

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Upper - Size 2
A34L-16ZZUP-2

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Lower - Size 2
A34L-16ZZLP-2

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Upper - Size 3
A34L-16ZZUP-3

Thermal Lingual archwire 0,016” - Lower - Size 3
A34L-16ZZLP-3

ANTERIOR SPAN (MM UPPER LOWER
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β-

β-TITANIUM

β-Titanium archwires are nickel free and 
it is hypoallergenic. Raw material features 
ensure these archwires an high level of 
shape memory and versatility that make 
these archwires an ideal substitute of the 
stainless steel archwires in all the treatment 
phases as it has a lighter force but a double 
elasticity compared to the stainless steel 
one. β-Titanium archwires accept an high 
level of de�ection without a permanent 
deformation. It has a smooth surface and 
easily accepts auxiliary loops and stop 
applications as well as accessories welded 
on it. 

Available in Natural shape.

ARCHWIRE IDENTIFICATION:
3 lines for upper, 1 line for lower

package of 10 pcs.

ARCHWIRES

package of 10 pcs.

WIRES

upper

lower
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upper

upper

lower

lower

package of 25 pcs.

STAINLESS STEEL

The use of the most advanced production 
technologies and of the best stainless 
steel, AISI 300 series, helps us to supply an 
high quality product at a very best price. 
Optimum brightness to reduce friction 
inconvenience and identi�cation of the 
arch centre with 3 lines for maxillary, and 
1 for mandibular. To obtain the best results 
use it in combination with Sia Orthodontic 
Manufacturer brackets.

ARCHWIRE IDENTIFICATION:
3 lines for upper, 1 line for lower
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The wires are available in strong tempered 
wire. They are suitable for Adam hook, 
labial arch wires, springs and arch wires.
Heat tempered to a superior lasting. Can be 
obtained two or three archwires for wire. 
It is able to maintain its shape even when 
auxiliaries forces are applied.
Standard lenght of 14”.

package of 25 pcs.

STAINLESS STEEL STRAIGHT WIRES

package of 25 pcs.

AESTHETIC 
COATED STAINLESS STEEL

upper

upper

lower

lower

tooth colored white
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package of 10 pcs.

package of 25 pcs.

WIRES

ARCHWIRES

Sialoy is a cobalt nickel alloy that ensures a 
superb strength and malleability. Sialoy can 
be welded at a low temperature.
Used for standard archwire and contention. 
Available in Natural shape.
lenght of 14”
ARCHWIRE IDENTIFICATION:
3 lines for upper, 1 line for lower

upper

lower
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3-STRAND STRAIGHT LENGTH WIRE AND ARCHWIRES

lower

lower

upper

upper

COAX STRAIGHT LENGTH WIRES AND ARCHWIRES

Three strand stainless steel straight lengths 
deliver the optimum forces required for 
early leveling , aligning and rotation. Our 
three strand design delivers a light force 
and a very good �exibility and it resists 
unravelling when cut. 

ARCHWIRE IDENTIFICATION:
3 lines for upper, 1 line for lower

package of 25 pcs.

WIRE*

Its basic construction consists in 6 wires 
wrapped around a single wire core. It o�ers 
a light loading with the best results you can 
get with a stainless steel wire. 

ARCHWIRE IDENTIFICATION:
3 lines for upper, 1 line for lower

package of 25 pcs.

WIRE*

Standard length of 14”.

Standard length of 14”.
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Standard length of 10”.

Australian wire has extraordinary resilience 
features; easy to bend and to shape it is 
available in spool or straight length wire, in 
four di�erent types:

›› Regular – pink packaging: low resilience 
grade, ideal to create auxiliary arches.

›› Regular Plus – green packaging: higher 
resilience grade to create more resistence 
arches. 

›› Special – blue packaging: highly resilience, 
ideal to create loops and complex bents.

›› Special Plus – yellow packaging: hard wire 
to create stability archwires.

spool of 7,5 mt

SPOOLED 
AUSTRALIAN WIRE

 package of 30 pcs.

package of 10 pcs.

STRAIGHT LENGTH AUSTRALIAN WIRE
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Ni-Ti EXTENSION SPRING

Ni-Ti EXTENSION SPRING

As alternative to the above mentioned 
springs you may like these ones entirely  NiTi 
manufactured, with a round shaped eyelet 
of very small dimensions useful when the 
anchorage spaces are very tight. Available 
in two di�erent forces and lengths as below 
shown:

Sia’s springs are available in 9 mm and 12 mm 
(21 and 36mm maximum extension) length 
with a variable force, they are also provided 
at both extremity of stainless steel eyelets that 
allow an easy engagement of various hooks. 
The eyelets have a special retention system 
that helps to keep them attached under the 
most severe conditions. 

package of 10 pcs.

package of 10 pcs.
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package of 3 pcs.

NiTi DISTALIZING SPRING

This revolutionary superelastic distalizing 
spring is an alternative to the headgear 
and lip bumpers. Now it is possible to easily 
distalize molars with optimum patient 
comfort. Easy to use: just to cut it between 
close coils to have the desired length, insert 
on wires and compress it with a stop on 
the archwire. The spring produces a 100 
gr constant force, available in 7” standard 
straight length.

OPEN NiTi SPRING

CLOSED NiTi SPRING

packaging spool of 55 cm

packaging spool of 55 cm
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It is intended to be used for retaining tooth 
position after orthodontic treatment.
The easy application ensures the 
stabilization of orthodontic corrections, 
preventing recurrences of rotation. It is 
usually used alternatively or in combination 
of removable appliances.

packaging spool of 55 cm

straight lenght wire pack of 10pcs.
spooled wire 60”

NICKEL-FREE STAINLESS STEEL OPEN COIL SPRING

NICKEL-FREE STAINLESS STEEL CLOSED COIL SPRING
packaging spool of 55 cm

LINGUAL RETENTION WIRE
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STAINLESS STEEL TIES

package of 100 pcs.

KOBAYASHI LONG TIES

package of 1000 pcs.

PREFORMED LONG LIGATURE TIES

package of 100 pcs.

package of 500 pcs.

PREFORMED SHORT LIGATURE TIES

package of 100 pcs.

package of 100 pcs.

KOBAYASHI SHORT TIES AESTHETIC

AESTHETIC

AESTHETIC

package of 100 pcs.

STAINLESS STEEL LIGATURE WIRE

spool of 450 gr
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Leonardo is an RPE designed to help users with a safe, easy to use and 
e�ective product.

ПРОСТОТА В ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИИ / EASY TO USE

The funnel shaped design of the insertion hole makes easy the insertion of the 
activation key by the patient. Its graduate scale, laser marked, helps doctors to 
an immediate reading of the level of expansion achieved.

БЕЗОПАСНОСТЬ / SAFETY

It is equipped with a fully mechanical anti unscrewing system. After each turn, 
the screw cannot turn back and an audible “click" indicates the completion of the 
activation. At its maximum expansion, the mechanical lock prevents either the 
over-expansion and the disassembling of the screw into the mouth.

НАДЕЖНОСТЬ / STABILITY 

It's equipped with telescopic elements for stability and precision that give 
rigidity high v/hen the maximum expansion is achieved. The connection 
system of the arms to the screw body and the laser welding increase its torsion 
and compression resistance.

УСТРОЙСТВО ДЛЯ БЫСТРОГО РАСШИРЕНИЯ 
НЕБНОГО  /  RAPID PALATAL EXPANDER

LEONARDO

 



INTRA ORAL PRODUCTS

ELASTOMERIC LIGATURES
ELASTOMERIC CHAIN

 ELASTIC THREAD AND TUBES
SEPARATORS/WEDGES/LIP BUMPER

INTRAORAL ELASTICS

84
85
86

 87
88



ELASTOMERIC LIGATURES

Can be used as ligatures and as traction force
to close spaces.

ELASTOMERIC CHAINS
packaging spool of 4,5 mt

CLOSED

Stronger closing 
force. Used for lowers.

LONG

Light closing
force. Used for

uppers and
lowers.

SHORT

Medium closing 
force. Used for 

uppers and lowers.
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Can be used as ligatures and as traction force 
to close spaces.

ELASTOMERIC CHAINS
packaging spool of 4,5 mt

CLOSED

Stronger closing 
force. Used for lowers.

LONG

Light closing 
force. Used for 

uppers and 
lowers.

SHORT

Medium closing 
force. Used for 

uppers and lowers.
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ELASTIC THREAD AND TUBE

ELASTIC LIP BUMPER SLEEVE

packaging spool of 3 mt

packaging spool of 3 mt

Tube

Provided of high flexibility to make archwire 
insertion easier. Avoid the contact between 
archwire and gingive. Available in 0.018” 
and 0.027” sizes, in gray or clear color.

Slides over the wire without snagging. Stain 
and odor resistant, fits up to a 0.045” wire. 
Available in gray and clear color.

Elastomeric thread or tube for securing knots 
efficiently. Thanks to a rough surface knots will 
not slide or come unravelled during treatment. 
Available in 0.025” and 0.030” diameter sizes 
providing different levels of force for a variety of 
applications. Available in gray or clear color. 

packaging spool of 7,5 mt

Thread
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package of 1000 pcs.

SEPARATORS

РАЗМЕР/ KОД/ДИАМ. /

Идеальны для сохранения пространства перед 
установкой колец. Благодаря своей

 легко 

Доступны в двух размерах: малом и большом. 
Размещаются с помощью инструмента с кодом 
SIA D30-OT10189 (см. с.179).

Ideal to mantain space before placing 
bands. As radiopaque are easy to locate 
before banding. Available in two sizes: small 
and large. To place it use our instrument ref. 
D30-OT10189 (pag. 179).

Design to allow the application of a rotation 
force, the preformed tabs snap over bracket 
tie wings.

ROTATION WEDGES

package of 10 pcs.

Lip bumper without loop. The no toxic plastic 
allows the maximum labial pressure.
Made of stainless steel 0.045’’ wire.
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50 polybags of 100 pcs. per size. One placement tool included in each bag.

contains 
latex

INTRAORAL ELASTICS

Made of “medical grade” material. Provided 
of force and resistance. Colour coded for an 
easy identi�cation.

EXTRAORAL ELASTICS

FORCE 8 OZ FORCE 16 OZ

Made of “medical grade” material. Provided of 
force and resistance for extraoral applications.

package of 1000 pcs. per size
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INSTRUMENTS



The “medical grade” stainless steel component
of Sia’s instuments ensures an high resistance to 
corrosion.
The most advanced technology allows a smooth 
edges and a precise tip aligned product.
Sia’s pliers are one year guarantee on production 
defects, joint malfunction, legs breakage and 
inserted tip separation.
For sterilization all well known methods are 
accepted, taking care on the corresponding 
directions included in the package.
Sia’s instruments are hard chrome plated; 
84 HRC hardness ensures resistance to peeling 
and chipping.

PIN AND LIGATURE CUTTER

HARD WIRE CUTTER, CHROME

Specially designed to cut hard wires up to  
0.022’’x0.028’’, with tungsten carbide inserts
and 15° cutting angle.

A non angled pin cutter designed to cut soft 
and wires up to 0.015”. Made of stainless 
steel and hard chrome plated.

DISTAL END CUTTER WITH SAFETY HOLD

LONG HANDLED 

Cutting edges are diamond honed for a better 
cut solution together with the holding of 
the wire chopped pieces. The stainless steel 
instrument is hard chrome plated for long wear. 
Used for rectangular wire up to 0.022’’x0.028’’.
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A general utility plier similar to the previous 
one with 3/32’’ and an o�set angle of 45°. 
Matching serrated tips hold wires �rmly. 
Maximum wire diameter 0.015”.

STRAIGHT 
UTILITY, HOW STYLE

OFFSETTED 
UTILITY PLIER, HOW

A general utility plier with 3/32” diameter 
when tips are serrated. Designed with rounded 
tips for maximum patient comfort and safety

Specially serrated tip design ensures the 
insertion even between the smaller brackets’ 
tie wings, aiding an easy and safe seating of 
the bands.

BAND SEATING PLIER

Designed to crimp auxiliary stops and hooks 
to archwires. The slotted designed �ts over 
the base of the hook while holding it tight 
during crimping.

BALL HOOK 
CRIMPING PLIER
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Makes 1mm V-Bends on archwires avoiding 
wire scoring and so no breakage. Works on 
round arch wires up to 0.020’’.

A general utility plier featured of tapered 
tips and of a convenient working angle. Very 
suitable to access to posterior regions.

Designed to crimp auxiliary stops and hooks 
to archwires. The special design of the tips 
allows an easy positioning of the auxiliaries 
even in the mouth’s posterior regions.

STOP (V-BEND) PLIER

WEINGART UTILITY PLIER

ANGLED BALL HOOK CRIMPING PLIER

UNIVERSAL PLIER
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The gradual conic design of the tips allows to 
bend wires up to 0.030’’.

Designed to bend round wire up to 
0.030’’. It is provided of one conic and one 
pyramidal beak.

Designed to bend round wire up to 0.016’’. The 
long tapered beaks allow an easy bending even 
of small diameter loops.

Ideal to quickly form metal ligatures.

THREE JAW PLIER

BIRD BEAK PLIER

LIGHT WIRE PLIER

LIGATURES 
FORMING PLIER

Especially designed with concave-convex 
beaks to make bull and tie loops on 
rectangular wire up to 0.020’’.

The use of this plier reduces working time. 
Special double sided o�set head forms right 
hand or left hand step-up or step-down bends 
without removing the archwire from the slot.

LOOP 
FORMING PLIER

DETAILING STEP PLIER
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Beveled edges prevent scoring of wire. Four 
steps allow precision forming of 3,4 and 6 
mm loops even on rectangular wires.

Special designed to forms and bend with 
precision round and rectangular wires in 
a very short time. The smooth and round 
surface of the beaks allows an easy shaping.

NANCE LOOP FORMING PLIER

HOLLOW CHOP 
ARCH FORMING PLIER

Especially designed to form and bend 
loops on rectangular wires. Provided with a 
cylindric tip of progressive diameters “(0.045”; 
0.060”; 0.075”) and of grooved a concave 
beak. It bends wire up to 0.022’’x0.028’’.

Used to make o�set and bend of 90° 
on rectangular and square wires up to 
0.022’’x0.028’’. The special beaks do not score 
the wire while working.

Ideal for precise bending of lighter wires. 
Precision grooves ensure accurate bending 
and closing of loops.

TWEED PLIER

refills

RECTANGULAR ARCH FORMING PLIER, TWEED STYLE

JARABAK PLIER
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Special laboratory plier used for wires up to 
0.045’’.

Yong plier to form loops of di�erent 
diameters.

With groove to form archwires in every 
working position.

To form archwires in every working position.

GROOVED LABORATORY PLIER

YOUNG PLIER

GROOVED “DE LA 
ROSA” PLIER

DE LA ROSA” PLIER

Designed to form lingual archwires. Perfect 
solution even on wire up to 0.036”.

LINGUAL ARCH FORMING PLIER
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Designed for an easy removing of the 
brackets. The wide tips wedge between both 
edges of the base of the brackets and the 
tooth.

Band’s replacement becomes easier and 
comfortable. The padded tip rests on the 
occlusal of the molar and the non padded 
remover tip catches the edge of the band. 
Removing the pad the plier is autoclavable 
at high temperature.

Provided with a narrow beak it is a solid 
and simple pliers, perfect to tie and to bend 
wires. Ideal for elastic ligature and chains 
placement. Provided with a lock-on handle.

DIRECT BOND REMOVER, WIDE

POSTERIOR BAND REMOVER

refills

MATHIEU HOOKED TIP

Provided with a hooked tip, it is a solid and 
simple utility plier, perfect to tie elastic and 
metal ligatures. Provided with a lock-on 
handle.
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Designed for an easy removing of the
brackets. The wide tips wedge between both
edges of the base of the brackets and the
tooth.

Band’s replacement becomes easier and 
comfortable. The padded tip rests on the 
occlusal of the molar and the non padded 
remover tip catches the edge of the band. 
Removing the pad the plier is autoclavable 
at high temperature.

Provided with a narrow beak it is a solid 
and simple pliers, perfect to tie and to bend 
wires. Ideal for elastic ligature and chains 
placement. Provided with a lock-on handle.

DIRECT BOND REMOVER, WIDE

POSTERIOR BAND REMOVER

refills

MATHIEU HOOKED TIP

Provided with a hooked tip, it is a solid and 
simple utility plier, perfect to tie elastic and 
metal ligatures. Provided with a lock-on 
handle.
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LABORATORY

RAPID PALATAL EXPANDER
SCREWS, WIRES AND TUBES



RAPID PALATAL EXPANDER

Rapid palatal expander Leonardo has 
all the best features available on the 
market, in order to make the users’ work 
more secure, easy and effective. The two 
parts of the expander’s body, remain 
always overlapped - even at its maximum 
opening - in order to ensure rigidity, 
stability and precision of opening. The 
arms are laser welded into the housing of 
the expander, to maximize its resistance 
to torsion and compression, and to 
prevent breakage. Moreover the housing 
shape, without blind parts, ensures the 
maximum oral hygiene. 
Leonardo is protected by international 
patents.
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RAPID PALATAL EXPANDER

Rapid palatal expander Leonardo has
all the best features available on the
market, in order to make the users’ work
more secure, easy and effective. The two
parts of the expander’s body, remain
always overlapped - even at its maximum
opening - in order to ensure rigidity,
stability and precision of opening. The
arms are laser welded into the housing of
the expander, to maximize its resistance
to torsion and compression, and to
prevent breakage. Moreover the housing
shape, without blind parts, ensures the
maximum oral hygiene.
Leonardo is protected by international
patents.
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LEONARDO

Universal tool to activate screws and palatal 
expander.

OPENING TOOL ARMS BENDING TOOL

SAFETY
Leonardo is provided with a 
mechanical anti-unscrewing 
system that avoid the un -
wished opening. After each 
turn, the screw cannot be un -
screwed and a click indicates 
that the turn has been made 
completely

STABILITY
The two telescopic components
of Leonardo’s body are always
overlapped for the maximal lon -
gitudinal and torsional rigidity
and high stability, at its maxi -
mum opening. The inbuilt arms
housing and their laser welding
grant the highest resistance
avoiding their breakage during
the assembling or into the pa -
tient’s mouth.

EASY TO USE
Laser marked graduate scale, for 

an easier view of the amount of 
opening achieved. Wide chamfer 

for an easy insertion of the 
opening tool by the patient, 

when the expander is into 
mouth.

COMPACT DESIGN
Compact design to mini-

mize encumbrance into 
the mouth, and increase 

patient’s comfort .
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BALL CLASPS

SPOOLED WIRE

HOLLOW TUBES

SCREWS
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CHEEK RETRACTORS

LIP PROTECTOR 104
104
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GONIOMETER TEMPLATE RICKETTS

EXTRAORAL CHEEK RETRACTOR

package of 1 pc.

Pull tabs allow cheeks to be pulled back 
and to have a wider view. Made of strong 
plastic “medical grade” in one piece design. 
Autoclavable (370°F/185°C).

LIP PROTECTOR
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